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Understanding the structure of hybrid nanoparticle-lipid multilayers is of fundamental 
importance to their bioanalytical applications and nanotoxicity, where nanoparticle-
membrane interactions play an important role. Poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimers are 
branched polymeric nanoparticles with potential biomedical applications due to precise 
tunability of their physicochemical properties. Here, the effect of PAMAM dendrimers (2.9 - 
4.5 nm) with either a hydrophilic amine (NH2) or a hydrophobic C12 chain surface termination 
on the 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) multilayers has been studied for the 
first time. 
Methods  
DOPC multilayers were created by the liposome-rupture method via drop-casting dendrimer-
liposome dispersions with the dendrimers added at different concentrations and at three 
different stages. The multilayer structure was evaluated via the analysis of the synchrotron X-
ray reflectivity (XRR) curves, obtaining the bilayer d-spacing, the coherence length from the 
Scherrer (Ls) analysis of the Bragg peaks, and the paracrystalline disorder parameter (g). 
Results  
Dendrimer addition led to lipid bilayer thinning and more disordered multilayer structures. 
Larger hydrophobic dendrimers caused greater structural disruption to the multilayers 
compared to the smaller dendrimers. The smallest, positively charged dendrimers at its highest 
concentration caused the most pronounced bilayer thinning. The dendrimer-liposome mixing 
method also affected the multilayer structure due to different dendrimer aggregation involved. 
Conclusions  
These results show the complexity of the effect of dendrimer physicochemical properties and 
the addition method of dendrimers on the structure of mixed dendrimer-DOPC multilayers. 
General significance  
These insights are useful for fundamental understanding of nanotoxicity and future biomedical 
application of nanocomposite multilayer materials in which nanoparticles are added for 
enhanced properties and functionality. 
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Poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimers are branched polymeric nanoparticles (NPs) with a 
range of potential biomedical applications due to precise tunability of their physicochemical 
properties [1].  They are comprised of layers (or generations, G) of branching units called 
dendrons radiating from a central core [2]. This branched structure results in interior cavities 
and an exponential increase in the number of terminal amine groups with increasing 
generation or dendrimer size [3]. In particular, dendrimers are being developed as vectors for 
drug [4] and gene delivery [5] due to several favourable characteristics including their ability 
to pass through the cellular membrane into the cytosol or lysosomes [6, 7], to complex with 
DNA via their terminal amine groups [8], and to solubilise hydrophobic drugs in their cavities 
[9]. PAMAM dendrimers can be functionalised in a variety of ways, most commonly with 
hydroxyl-termination, acetylation, or conjugation to hydrophobic chains [10]. However, due to 
the current gap in our knowledge of the relationship between the physicochemical properties 
of dendrimers and the cytotoxic response they elicit, the application of dendrimers in 
biomedicine remains to be fully exploited. 
It has been previously reported that PAMAM dendrimers could cause disruption to plasma 
and lysosomal membranes during cell entry (endocytosis), which would then instigate 
programmed cell death (apoptosis). This cytotoxic effect has been shown to be related to 
dendrimer generation, charge, surface functionality, dosage, incubation time, and cell type 
[7, 11-16]. The large number of factors affecting dendrimer cellular uptake and trafficking, 
and different cell-specific endocytosis routes, have led to conflicting conclusions regarding 
the mechanism of dendrimer toxicity from multiple studies [17]. The in vitro uptake 
mechanism of amine terminated G4 (~ 4.5 nm in size) and G6 (~ 6.7 nm) PAMAM dendrimers 
by HaCaT (human keratinocytes) cells has been found to depend on the cellular entrance 
route [16]. Antibacterial studies [12, 13] found that PAMAM dendrimer toxicity to bacteria 
was dependant on its size, dose, and degree of PEGylation as well as the bacteria membrane 
composition (i.e. gram positive or negative). 
Model membrane systems, such as small and large unilamellar (SUVs/LUVs) [18] or 
multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) [19-21], Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) monolayers [22, 23], supported 
lipid bilayers (SLBs) [18, 24-27], mesophases [28-30], purple membrane multilayers [31, 32], 
and computational models [33-35]  have also been used to study membrane interactions. The 
interactions between dendrimers and model membranes have been probed using different 
methods, such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) [36], cryogenic transmission electron 
microscopy (cryo-TEM) [37], differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [38], LB-trough [39], quartz 
crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) [40], neutron reflectivity (NR) [40], 
dye release assays [19], and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [33, 41], as reviewed 
elsewhere [42, 43]. These studies show that the extent of dendrimer-membrane interactions 
and their impact depend on a number of factors, such as dendrimer size, concentration, 
surface chemistry, as well as the model membrane composition and elasticity.  
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For instance, amine-terminated dendrimers have been found to cause the removal of lipids 
from SLBs, forming nanoscale holes and resulting in cell lysis, as explored using AFM [36]. NR 
experiments [40] revealed that G6 PAMAM dendrimers disrupted the ordering of negatively 
charged POPG/POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine/ 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) SLBs but not neutral POPC SLBs, highlighting the 
importance of the membrane composition. G2-8 (2.9 – 9.7 nm) dendrimers have been found 
to induce vesicle aggregation, leading to vesicle disruption, an effect that was also dependent 
on the membrane phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) content [44]. In addition, disruption to LUVs 
was more pronounced than SUVs, attributed to larger LUV deformations upon aggregation. 
Furthermore, disruption of negatively charged 1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine/ 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidic acid (POPE/POPA)  
vesicles by G4-7 (4.5–8.1 nm) dendrimers was reported to depend on the dendrimer dosage 
[19].  
Stacked membrane multilayers are also found in nature, such as myelin sheaths in nerves [45], 
and they also have applications in macroscale drug delivery [46], gene delivery [47], 
biocatalysis [48] and as artificial cell substrates [49]. Therefore, understanding their 
interactions with NPs are important for their future application in nanocomposite materials. 
Lipid multilayers have been conventionally prepared via spin casting lipids dissolved in organic 
solvents. It has been recently shown that stacked lipid bilayers (or multilayers) could be 
prepared by drop casting aqueous liposome dispersions on mica followed by drying [50], as 
characterised using X-ray reflectivity (XRR) with a ‘bending mica’ method [50-53]. Such a simple 
method makes it possible to incorporate water soluble or dispersible additives and nanofluids 
[54, 55] (such as dendrimers) into the multilayers. These lipid multilayers composed from 
phospholipids can also be used as a structural analogue of a cell membrane.   
Here, we have studied the interactions between PAMAM dendrimers and lipid multilayers 
prepared using the drop-casting method. Hydrophilic amine and hydrophobic C12 chain 
terminated G2 and G4 PAMAM dendrimers have been added to 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC) multilayers, prepared using three different methods. The change in 
the structural characteristics of the multilayers with incorporated PAMAM dendrimers of 
different size (or generation), surface chemistry, and dosage has been studied with XRR, giving 
insight into how the physicochemical properties of dendrimers influence their interactions with 
lipid bilayers. Our findings are of relevance to the fundamental understanding of cellular 
uptake and cytotoxicity of PAMAM dendrimers and demonstrate a method for the 
incorporation of functional NP additives in composite multilayer materials. 
2. Materials and methods 
2.1 Materials 
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) (>99% purity, Mw = 786.113 g.mol-1) in 
chloroform (CHCl3, 25 mg.ml-1) was purchased from Avanti® Polar Lipids, Alabaster, Alabama. 
Amine (NH2)-terminated G2 (20 w%) and G4 (24 w%) and 50% C12 chain-terminated G2 (40.29 
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w%) and G4 (26.85 w%) PAMAM dendrimers dispersed in methanol were purchased from 
Dendritech, Inc., Midland, Michigan. They are referred to herein as G2-C12, G4-C12, G2-NH2, 
and G4-NH2 respectively. The hydrodynamic diameter of the dendrimers was measured using 
dynamic light scattering (DLS, Malvern Nano Zetasizer ZS), listed in 
Table 1. Ultrapure Milli-Q (Merck Millipore) water (with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm-1 and total 
organic content (ToC) of 3-4 ppb) and nitrogen (Air Liquide, oxygen free) were used for sample 
preparation. Mica sheets were hand-cleaved and then cut to 3 cm × 1 cm in size and ~300 μm 
in thickness, as required for the ‘bending mica’ method [50, 51].  
Table 1. Characteristics of G2 and G4 PAMAM dendrimers as described by manufacturer 
Dendritech, Inc.. a. DLS size data measured in methanol by us. b. Aggregates of up to several 
µm in size were observed with some measurements, with an example DLS curve shown in 
Figure S8 in SM. c. Aggregates of ~340 nm in size were observed with some measurements. 
 
2.2 Preparation of DOPC liposomes and multilayers  
DOPC liposomes were prepared by the extrusion method and DOPC multilayers were prepared 
by drop-casting the liposomes, as reported by Sironi et al. [50]. Briefly, DOPC in CHCL3 (25 
mg.mL-1) was measured into a 7 mL glass vial and the CHCl3 was evaporated at room 
temperature using gentle nitrogen flow, followed by drying for ~1 h in a vacuum oven (Heraeus 
Vacutherm VT 6025) at ~1 mbar to form a uniform lipid film. The film was then hydrated to a 
concentration of 2 mg·mL-1 using Milli-Q water and sonicated (Ultrawave QS5) for 1 h to form 
multi-lamellar vesicles (MLVs). The MLV suspension was then extruded using a LIPEXTM 10 mL 
Thermobarrel Extruder at room temperature (Northern Lipids Inc., Burnaby, Canada) 5 times 
with a 200 nm pore-sized polycarbonate membrane (Whatman® Nuclepore™ Track-Etched 
Membranes) and 10 times with a 100 nm membrane using ~20 bar pressure of N2 to create 
small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs).  
Dendrimer 




Terminal Group No. 16 
16 (8 C12 
chains) 
64 
64 (32 C12 
chains) 
MW (Da) 3256.18 6205 14214.17 26010 
Manufacturer 
Diameter (nm) 
2.9 - 4.5 - 
DLS Diametera (nm) 2.1-2.3 2.8-3.3b 3.8c 7.1 
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The size distribution and polydispersity (PDI) of liposome dispersions were determined by DLS 
and the results are collected in Table S1 in Supplementary Materials (SM). SUVs were ~75 nm 
in diameter (PDI 0.2). As expected, the unextruded MLVs were polydisperse, as the vesicles 
form onion like structures of varying sizes before being extruded through a polycarbonate 
membrane[56]. After extrusion to SUVs the PDI decreased. A PDI of <0.3 for liposomes is 
generally accepted as indicating a homogenous population [57]. The PDI and average liposome 
diameter increased, on average, with increasing number ratio of dendrimers to lipids, ν. 
Further discussion on liposome aggregation can be found in Section S3, SM.  
2.3 Dendrimer addition to liposome dispersions 
A schematic of three methods used to add the dendrimers to DOPC liposome dispersions is 
presented in Figure 1. G2-C12 and G4-C12 dendrimers were dispersed in Milli-Q water and 
added to DOPC SUVs (Method A) or to DOPC MLVs before extrusion (Method B). Alternatively, 
they were dispersed in methanol and added to the DOPC-chloroform suspension (Method C). 
The concentrations of G2-C12 and G4-C12 dendrimers added using Methods A, B and C were 
0.01, 0.1 and 2 mg·mL-1, respectively, which corresponded to dendrimer lipid number ratios ν 
= 0.00015, 0.0015 and 0.03 for G4-C12 dendrimers and ν = 0.00063, 0.0063 and 0.127 for G2-
C12 dendrimers. G2-NH2 and G4-NH2 were mixed with DOPC-chloroform dispersions to create 
liposomes using Method C only, in dendrimer-lipid number ratios ν = 0.02 and 0.2.   
2.4 DOPC multilayers with incorporated dendrimers 
100 μl of the dendrimer-liposome dispersions, and pure G4-C12 dispersion in Milli-Q (4 mg·mL-
1) were drop-cast on freshly cleaved mica and left to dry in a vacuum oven at ~1 mbar and at 
room temperature for ~ 18 h. The multilayers were kept in sealed vials at 4°C for up to 7 days 
until XRR measurements. For clarity, we denote the mixed DOPC-dendrimer multilayers 
samples as DOPC-Gi-f(ν)A/B/C, where i = 2, 4 for the two dendrimer generations, f = C12 or NH2 
for the dendrimer functionalisation, ν is the dendrimer-lipid number ratio and A/B/C 
represents the mixing method. For example, DOPC-G2-NH2(0.2)C denotes a 0.2 number ratio 





Figure 1. Schematic of addition/incorporation of PAMAM dendrimers at the different stages of 
liposome preparation. G2-C12 and G2-C12 were added using the three methods, whilst G2-NH2 
and G4-NH2 Method C only. 
2.5 X-ray reflectivity measurements and data analysis 
XRR measurements were undertaken at the XMaS beamline (BM28) at the ESRF in Grenoble. 
The mica substrate with the multilayers was mounted on a curved stage inside of a liquid cell 
as shown in Figure 2b. Two attached heating plates allowed the cell to be heated to 40 °C 
(Figure 2a). The beam energy used was 14 keV and the specularly reflected intensity was 
detected at each angle using an avalanche photodiode detector (APD). To correct for the beam 
footprint, a ‘spline’ fit of a fine scan taken along the z-axis (at incident angle θ i = 0) was used 
to generate a Gaussian model of the beam.  
 
 
Figure 2. (a) Mica liquid cell mounted at ESRF BM28. (b) Schematic of the liquid cell used for 
XRR measurements. Four stainless steel plates (A – D) compose the shell of the cell enclosing 
the core (d – f). A cleaved mica sheet (d) is clamped through two small plates (f) onto the mica 




sheets (a, c) are inserted respectively between plates A – B and C – D. Plates A and B and plates 
C and D are clamped together, Viton® O-rings placed in grooves (b) facilitate the sealing and 
prevent leaking. A system of inlet/outlet (g, h) allows gas exchange. An inlet nozzle (i) on top 
of plate A allows in situ injection of liquid samples and solvents. Heating plates were also 
attached to the outer plates for measurements at 40 °C. Reproduced with permission from 
Briscoe et al. [51] 
The specularly reflected intensity (i.e. reflection angle θr = incident angle θi = θ) was collected 
as a function of θ i and the obtained reflectivity was plotted against momentum transfer Q [Å-




� with 𝜆𝜆 = 0.89 Å the wavelength of the 
incident X-ray beam. In the case of multilayers on the surface, Bragg peaks were observed and 
the lattice or d-spacing (or bilayer thickness) in the multilayer can be calculated using, 
𝑑𝑑 = 2𝜋𝜋ℎ
𝑄𝑄ℎ
        (1) 
where Qh is the position of the Bragg peak of order h. The ratio of the peak positions is 
characteristic of the crystalline phase of the structure. For lipid multilayers, the Bragg peaks 
were equally spaced (h = 1,2,3…) indicating that the phase was lamellar.  
In some cases, multiple peaks (n = 0, 1, 2,…) in the same order (h) were resolved due to bilayer 
thickness fluctuations or polymorphism, which revealed the complex structure of the sample. 
The full width at half maximum (FWHM), ΔQhn, of these resolved peaks was used to obtain 
further structural information such as the paracrystalline disorder, g, which is a measure of the 
lattice or d-spacing fluctuations. Peak width or broadening is determined by the natural 
linewidth of the X-rays, instrumental effects and sample effects including the crystallite size 
and strain.  
Coherence length, L, is the lower limit of the crystalline domain size perpendicular to the mica 
surface (along the direction of the Q vector and can be determined using the Scherrer equation 
(labelled as Ls) or from the peak broadening (labelled as Lb). The coherence length Ls ,  is 




       (2) 
where K is the Scherrer or shape constant and depends upon the crystal shape and is 
approximately of order unity. Ls can be used as an indicator of the structural order of the 
multilayers. The instrumental effects on peak broadening were constant as the same set-up 
was used throughout. 




 , vs. the fourth power of the diffraction order, h4, for a plane of Miller index (h00), 
where h = 1, 2, 3, 4 and n is constant. g was derived from the gradient m of a linear fit (y = y0 
+mh4) to this plot and the coherence length Lb was derived from the intercept y0 using,  
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𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏 =  𝑦𝑦0






     (4) 
Calculation of g and Lb using this method requires each reflection properly resolved and 
background scatter subtracted. The disordered nature of the multilayers in our system meant 
that the errors associated with Lb were large, and we thus did not pursue this analysis for Lb. 
Instead, we performed the Scherrer analysis to the well-defined 1st Bragg peaks (h = 1). The 
number of bilayers m in the domain can then be estimated as = 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠
𝑑𝑑
 .  
 
Figure 3. (a) Example experimental XRR curve for DOPC-G2-C12(0.127)A on mica at room 
temperature. The Bragg peak observed at Q = 0.63 Å is from the mica substrate. The forbidden 
half-Bragg of mica is marked with an asterisk (*) and the Bragg peaks associated with the 
multilayer structure are labelled with their reflection order (h = 1, 2, 3, and 4). (b) An enlarged 
view of the reflectivity on a log-linear scale around the first order (h = 1) Bragg Peak with the 
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background fitted to Q-4 (triangles) and the fit (dashed line) calculated with IGOR Pro ‘Multi-
Peak’ Fit operations. The fitted peak could be decomposed into three Gaussian peaks indicating 
polymorphism (n = 0,1,2). (c) A plot of peak broadening ΔQ2/2π2 vs. the fourth power of the 
diffraction order h4 with linear fit for h = 2, 3 and 4 (complementary peak, n, for h = 1 could not 
be resolved). (d) Schematic showing multilayers on mica, the coherence length, L and the 
lamellar repeat distance or d-spacing. 
3. Results and discussion 
We describe in detail in the SM (Section S4) the results from the DOPC multilayers without any 
dendrimers and from drop-cast dendrimer layers – both as control, facilitating a comparison 
with the dendrimer-loaded DOPC multilayers.  
3.1 Bilayer thinning and structural disorder: Effect of mixing method and dendrimer size 
The reflectivity profiles of DOPC-G4-C12(0.03) multilayers with the larger G4-C12 dendrimers 
from all three mixing methods (cf. Figure 1; Lipid film, MLVs, and SUVs) are shown in Figure 
4iii-iv. Overall, compared to the pure DOPC SUV multilayer XRR curve (Fig.4i) the dendrimer 
addition altered the positions and the FWHM of the Bragg peaks, indicative of structural 
changes in the multilayers. The average d-spacing, the coherence length Ls and the 
paracrystalline disorder parameter g are listed in Table S2 in SM. Polymorphism was observed 




Figure 4. Reflectivity profiles for (i) SUV DOPC multilayers, (ii) G4 PAMAM dendrimers control , 
and (iii-v) DOPC-G4-C12(0.03) multilayers made by incorporating dendrimers into DOPC lipid 
films (v, Method C) and MLV (iv, Method B) and SUV (iii, Method A) dispersions. Comparison 
of the positions of the Bragg peaks (d-spacing) and broadening of Bragg peaks (paracrystalline 
disorder g and coherence length Ls) is indicative of structural disorder caused by the 
incorporation of PAMAM dendrimers. Dotted lines indicate Bragg peak positions and are a 
guide for the eye. The forbidden half-Bragg of mica is marked with an asterisk (*) and the Bragg 
peaks associated with the multilayer structure are labelled with their reflection order (h = 1, 2, 
3, and 4). 
Compared to pure DOPC SUV multilayers (Fig. 4i), the dendrimer addition caused bilayer 
thinning, evident from smaller average d-spacing from all the mixing methods. Meanwhile, the 
spread of d-spacing increased: Method A, d = 41.0 - 51.6 Å; Method B, d = 46.3 - 49.7 Å; and 
Method C, d = 47.0 - 48.1 Å. The smallest average d-spacing was observed for Method A (d = 
45.8 Å) a decrease of ~2.5 Å compared to DOPC-SUV multilayers (d = 48.3 Å), as can be seen 
clearly by the shifts in the h = 3 peaks in Figure 4iii. Small dendrimers have been shown to 
deform more against substrates (e.g. mica and lipid bilayers)[39, 60] due to their more open 
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and thus softer structure, whereas larger dendrimers would undergo smaller deformations 
because of steric hindrance of the denser branched amine groups on the surface.  Both low 
generation dendrimers studied here (G2-C12 and G4-C12) were likely deformed against mica 
and the lipid bilayers. It is worth noting that the bilayer thinning is an average decrease in d-
spacing within the bilayer stack. 
Multilayers from Method A (addition to SUVs) showed the largest structural disorder, evident 
from the greatest loss in the peak intensity and the greatest broadening of the Bragg peaks (cf. 
Figure 4iii). The coherence length for DOPC-G4-C12(0.03)A (Ls = 190±70 Å) was significantly 
reduced compared to that for the control multilayers from DOPC SUVs (Ls = 2100±20 Å), 
indicating a less ordered structure. Due to their hydrophobic termination, these dendrimers 
could undergo aggregation as their aqueous dispersions (cf. Table 1 dendrimer size) were 
added to SUVs or MLVs in Methods A or B, respectively. Thus, the increased disorder in the 
multilayers from Method A could be attributed to the largest extent of dendrimer aggregation. 
Such an interpretation of dendrimer clustering is also consistent with the suggestion by 
Beddoes et al. [28] that nanoparticle clusters at the edges/boundaries of mesophase domains 
could be mediated by interactions between the nanoparticles and the membranes. 
Method C (cf. Figure 4v) is expected to have resulted in a more homogeneous distribution of 
C12 dendrimers, due to dispersibility of the dendrimers in methanol. The larger coherence 
length (DOPC-G4-C12(0.03)C; Ls = 1800±100 Å) compared to Method A (DOPC-G4-C12(0.03)A; 
Ls = 190±70 Å) indicates more structural order. Method B (DOPC-G4-C12(0.03)B; Figure 4iv) 
had a much higher Ls value (Ls = 2540±10  Å) compared to the other two mixing methods, 
which is comparable to that of the multilayers formed with DOPC SUVs (Ls = 2800±100 Å). This 
suggests that the multilayer structure was not significantly affected by the presence of 
dendrimers mixed using Method B, possibly due to homogenization by the extrusion process 
which suppressed dendrimer aggregation and improved dendrimer-lipid mixing. 
The smaller G2-C12 dendrimers (size 2.8–3.3 nm) caused less disruption to the DOPC multilayer 
structure than the larger G4-C12 dendrimers (size 7.1 nm) above. For instance, all the Bragg 
peaks remained distinct for the DOPC-G2-C12(0.127) multilayers (Figure 5i-iii) prepared using 
the three different mixing methods. The Scherrer coherence lengths (cf. Table S6−S7, SM) for 
DOPC-G2-C12(0.127) multilayers are: Method A, Ls = 1100±100 Å; Method B, Ls; 900±100 Å; 
and Method C, Ls = 970±80 Å. These are smaller compared to the control DOPC-SUV 
multilayers (Ls = 2800±100 Å), but larger compared to the multilayers containing larger G4-C12 
dendrimers.  
Bilayer thinning was also observed for DOPC-G2-C12(0.127) multilayers as compared to pure 
DOPC-SUV multilayers: Method A, d = 43.1-46.4 Å; Method B, d = 46.3-48.2 Å; Method C, d = 
42.6-43.6 Å.  Mixing Method C resulted in the largest d-spacing reduction of Δd = 3.7 Å between 
ν = 0.0063 and ν = 0.127, which could be attributed to more homogenous dendrimer-lipid 





Figure 5. Reflectivity profiles of DOPC-G2-C12(0.127) multilayers made by incorporating 
dendrimers into (i) SUVs (Purple, Method A), (ii) MLVs (Blue, Method B), and (iii) DOPC lipid 
films (Red, Method C) before drop-casting. The forbidden half-Bragg of mica is marked with an 
asterisk (*) and the Bragg peaks associated with the multilayer structure are labelled with their 
reflection order (h = 1, 2, 3, and 4). 
Unlike DOPC-G4-C12(0.03) multilayers, the lowest Ls and d-spacing values were observed for 
DOPC-G2-C12(0.127)C multilayers (d = 43.3 Å, Ls = 970±80 Å). This points to the complexity of 
the size-dependent interactions between the dendrimers and the liposomes – the smaller 
dendrimers appeared more effective in infiltrating the bilayers by direct incorporation to the 
liposomes (Method C); whereas the larger dendrimers caused the most pronounced structural 
disruption with Method A, presumably due to their significant aggregation in aqueous media.  
In addition to the Scherrer analysis, we have also attempted to fit the XRR curves using Parratt’s 
recursion algorithm with a lipid multilayer model on mica [51, 52], with an example shown in 
Figure S9 in SM.  However, the large surface roughness and non-uniformity in the multilayer 
films meant that the fit did not yield any reliable structural information additional to the 
findings using the Scherrer analysis. 
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3.2 Effect of dendrimer/lipid number ratio (ν) on the multilayer structure 
Figure 6a shows that, for all the mixing methods and ν values, the coherence length Ls was 
lower than that of the control pure DOPC-SUV multilayers (dashed line in Figure 6a), indicating 
a loss in the DOPC multilayer structural order after the addition of G2-C12 dendrimers at all ν 
studied. The Ls – ν trend, however, was not clear-cut and depended on the dendrimer mixing 
method. An exception is in the case of Method C (Figure 6a) , where the coherence length Ls 
was found to decrease with increasing ν of G2-C12 dendrimers (see also Table S7, SM). For 
example, compared to DOPC-G2-C12(0.00063)C multilayers, there was an Ls decrease, ΔLs 
~260 Å, for DOPC-G2-C12(0.0063)C, and a further ΔLs ~ 610 Å for DOPC-G2-C12(0.127)C. This 
suggests that the smaller G2 dendrimers, with a size ~2.8-3.3 nm comparable to the thickness 
of the hydrophobic tail region of the DOPC bilayers, could be effectively incorporated into the 
multilayers. This is particularly true in the case of Method C in which the G2-C12 dendrimers 
were mixed with the lipids before hydration, and more dendrimers were intercalated in the 
membranes as ν increased (cf. Figure 8). The lack of a clear-cut trend in the case of Method A 
consistent with our suggestion above that dendrimer aggregation occurred in aqueous media 
(cf. Figure 8).  
DOPC-G4-C12 multilayers at high ν had Ls values lower than that of the pure DOPC-SUV 
multilayers (cf. Figure 6b) where the lowest Ls value was observed for DOPC-G4-C12(0.03) 
multilayers mixed using Method A (Ls ~ 200 Å). This highest structural disorder is consistent 
with the suggestion that G4-C12 aggregation is caused by mixing method A prior to multilayer 
formation. However, at low ν, Ls again depended on the mixing methods. At the lowest 
ν, addition of G4-C12 dendrimers to MLVs before extrusion (Method B) resulted in an increase 
in the coherence length to Ls ~ 5000 Å, whereas addition to lipid films (Method C) resulted in 
an Ls ~ 3000 Å for DOPC-G4-C12(0.00015), comparable to that of DOPC-SUV (Ls ~ 2800 Å). 
Finally, addition to the SUVs (Method A) resulted in the greatest reduction in Ls for DOPC-G4-
C12(0.00015) multilayers to Ls ~ 1200 Å. It is interesting to note that Method B consistently 
produced the largest Ls of the three mixing methods for DOPC-G4-C12 multilayers which could 
be due to a decrease in dendrimer concentration due to dendrimer aggregates being too large 
to go through the polycarbonate membranes during extrusion. Different values of Ls were 
observed for other resolved Bragg peaks, as shown in Table S6−S7 in the SM, and followed 





Figure 6. Dendrimer-to-lipid number ratio ν dependence of the Scherrer coherence length Ls 
for (a) DOPC-G2-C12(ν) and (b) DOPC-G4-C12(ν) multilayers. Ls was obtained from the first 
polymorph peak resolved from the h = 1 Bragg peak (1,0). The dashed line shows the Ls value 
for the pure DOPC multilayers. Dendrimers were added to DOPC lipid films (Red, Method C), 
MLVs (Blue, Method B) and SUVs (Purple, Method A) dispersions before drop-casting for 
comparison. Error δL varies with fitting of FWHM but in all cases is < 10%. Full tabulated data 
for all resolved peaks can be found in Table S6−S7 in the SM. 
Figure 7a shows that, for DOPC-G2-C12 multilayers, with increasing ν the spread of d-spacing 
increased (Figure 7a: error bars) and the average d-spacing decreased. That is, the bilayer 
thinning effect was more pronounced upon increasing the amount of the smaller G2-C12 
dendrimers. The d-spacing change (Δd = 0.1–0.7 Å) was very small for the lower dendrimer-
lipid number ratios (ν = 0.00063 and ν = 0.0063) for all the mixing methods (A, B & C). However, 
for ν = 0.127, Δd = 1.6–3.7 Å was much larger. Considering corresponding changes in Ls 
discussed above, this represents a decrease in the number of stacked bilayers within the 
coherently scattering multilayer domain (calculated using the Scherrer analysis) from m ~ 33 
for DOPC-G2-C12(0.00063)C to m ~ 22 for DOPC-G2-C12(0.127)C compared to m ~ 56 for DOPC-
SUV multilayers (Table S3 and Table S8, SM). Since both d-spacing and coherence length are 
used to calculate m (𝑚𝑚 = 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠
𝑑𝑑
), the change in m with concentration mirrors that of the coherence 
length (cf. Figure 6a). 
The ν dependence of bilayer thinning is less significant for the DOPC-G4-C12 multilayers (cf. 
Figure 7b), with a Δd ~ 0 - 1.6 Å between ν = 0.0015 to 0.03. However, for DOPC-G4-C12(0.03)A 
(Table S5, SM), the decrease in the intensity and broadening of the Bragg peaks indicated 
increased disorder, evident from reduced Ls values (Ls = 190 Å) and a larger error on the 
average d-spacing (d = 45.8±0.9). This could be due to the dendrimers not mixing well with 
DOPC multilayers; instead, dendrimer aggregation on the mica surface prevented ordered 
templating of lipid multilayers (cf. Figure 8). This would result in a large reduction in Ls, but a 
smaller effect on the average d-spacing as observed here.  
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The bilayers in proximity to the dendrimer aggregates may have had different hydration levels 
to those further away, as a result of interactions with hydrophobic chains or exposed charged 
groups of the dendrimers, resulting in differences in d-spacing, also manifesting in an increased 
paracrystalline disorder. A film of G4-C12 dendrimers on mica was found to have some 
structural order, as discussed in Section S5 in the SM, with a d-spacing of d1 = 44.4±0.1 Å (m ~ 
8 layers). This value corresponds to the lowest bound of the d-spacing range observed for 
DOPC-G4-C12(0.03) multilayers. G4-C12 have more hydrophobic C12 chains than G2-C12 
dendrimers (G2; ~8, G4; ~32), and this increased hydrophobicity may result in greater 
aggregation of dendrimers in water that would lead to more ordered films upon drying as 
observed for G4-C12 films on mica. Increased hydrophobicity has been shown to increase 
intercalation of NPs into model membranes using MD simulations[33]. However, extensive 
dendrimer aggregation in water may reduce this effect as individual dendrimers would not be 
available for intercalation and intercalation of large aggregates would not be energetically 
favourable due to exposure of hydrophobic phospholipid alkyl chains to water (cf. Figure 8).   
The d-spacing range (Figure 7b: error bars) increased with ν, which was also observed for 
DOPC-G2-C12 multilayers, for mixing methods A and B. Mixing method C was the exception, as 
these G4-C12 mixed multilayers had a narrower d-spacing range at high ν. There is also a 
decrease in the lower bound of the d-spacing range for methods A and B compared to DOPC-
SUV (grey shaded area; Figure 7b), which corresponds to the decrease in average d-spacing. 
 
Figure 7. Dendrimer-to-lipid number ratio ν dependence of the average d-spacing for (a) DOPC-
G2-C12(ν) and (b) DOPC-G4-C12(ν) multilayers. The error bars indicate the spread of d-spacing 
values for each mixing method. The dashed line represents the average d-spacing of DOPC-
SUV multilayers, and shaded grey region represents the range. Dendrimers were added to 
DOPC lipid films (Red, Method C), MLVs (Blue, Method B) and SUVs (Purple, Method A) 
dispersions before drop-casting for comparison. Error in average δd = ± 0.1 Å. Full tabulated 




Figure 8. Cartoon to illustrate dendrimer intercalation into lipid bilayers in solution using mixing 
Method C, and dendrimer aggregation in Methods A and B where clusters interact with 
membranes.  
 
3.3 Further discussion: NP ‘snorkelling’ and bilayer thinning 
The more pronounced bilayer thinning (i.e. greater reduction in d-spacing) due to the presence 
of G2-C12 dendrimers (Δd = 1.6–3.7 Å) compared to G4-C12 dendrimers (Δd = 0–1.6 Å) could 
have been the result of the greater number of G2-C12 dendrimers in the multilayers (G2, ν = 
0.127; G4, ν = 0.03). Previously, Au NPs coated in ligands of differing length [octanethiol (OT), 
heptadecanethiol (HDT), and 11-mercapto-1-undecanesulfonate (MUS)] were found to 
‘snorkel’ into a lipid bilayer, resulting in thinner regions of the bilayer termed “pinch points” 
[61, 62]. This was postulated to occur due to the favourable interactions between the 
hydrophobic ligands and the hydrophobic lipid tail-groups, modulated by the unfavourable 
interactions between the charged Au core and the hydrophobic regions. This resulted in a cut-
off size (< 4.5 nm) of Au NPs that would be inserted into the membrane. This could also be an 
explanation for the difference in bilayer thinning observed for G2-C12 and G4-C12 dendrimers. 
Bilayer thinning results in increased structural disorder in the lipid tail-groups due to the 
formation of chain packing defects and an increase in the surface area per lipid. The burial of 
a charge into lipid bilayers would also raise an energy penalty, as translocation requires the 
formation of water defects as the ions remain solvated. Nonetheless, charged particles coated 
with flexible hydrophobic ligands have been shown to insert into bilayers in several MD 
simulations [61-63].  
Interactions between the internal hydrophobic groups of the dendrimers and the hydrophobic 
lipid tails have been identified as the driving force of NH2-dendrimer intercalation into fluid 
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phase bilayers [33]. These interactions can only occur if the dendrimer deforms from a 
spherical shape to make these hydrophobic moieties accessible. It follows that, for a dendrimer 
with a greater number of hydrophobic groups (such as C12 or acetamide (Ac) terminated 
dendrimers), internalisation would be more favourable in order to shield these groups from 
charges (cf. Figure 8). This was reported in an MD study by Kelly et al. [33] who observed a 
greater change in the radius of gyration (or flattening) of dendrimers with Ac functionalisation 
in contact with fluid phase bilayers compared to NH2 terminated dendrimers. Fluid bilayers 
were found to form a concave depression that accommodated a greater area for dendrimer-
bilayer interactions, resulting in twice as many interactions between dendrimers and bilayers 
in the fluid phase compared to the gel phase.   
3.4 Effect of dendrimer surface chemistry on multilayer structure 
The results described above were from mixtures containing dendrimers with 50% hydrophobic 
C12 terminations. The effect of dendrimer surface chemistry (or functionalisation) on DOPC 
multilayer structure was also studied by the addition of 100% amine terminated dendrimers 
(G2-NH2 and G4-NH2) to DOPC SUVs and drop cast to form multilayers. Amine terminated 
dendrimers have a smaller diameter (G2-NH2, 2.1-2.3 nm; G4-NH2, 3.8 nm) compared to those 
with additional C12 functionalisation (G2-C12, 2.8-3.3 nm; G4-C12, 7.1 nm) which could also 
influence their interactions due to the size effect. Furthermore, G2-NH2 have 16 terminal 
amine groups and G4-NH2 have 64, with 50% of these terminal groups conjugated with 
hydrophobic C12 chains for G2-C12 and G4-C12 dendrimers. The NH2 dendrimers were added 
prior to the drying of the lipid film (i.e. only Method C was used; cf. Figure 1), and the results 
could be compared directly to DOPC-C12 multilayers mixed also using Method C.  
Overall, addition of the NH2-terminated dendrimers reduced structural order in the 
multilayers, evident from the loss of Bragg peak intensity for DOPC-NH2 multilayers (cf. Figure 
S5, SM) compared to DOPC-SUV/MLV, and this is similar to that observed for DOPC-C12 
multilayers (cf. Figure 4 and Figure 5).  
Interestingly, the greatest change in d-spacing compared to the DOPC-SUV multilayers was 
observed for the DOPC-G2-NH2(0.2)C multilayers (cf. Figure S5b, SM) with a shift from d = 
50.07±0.1 Å to d = 40.00±0.1 Å for peak (1,0) and a decrease in the average d-spacing from d 
= 48.5±0.2 Å to d = 39.6±0.2 Å. This decrease (Δd ~10 Å) was the largest of all the multilayers 
studied, indicating a substantial thinning of lipid bilayers due to the presence of the smallest 
dendrimer NPs (theoretical diameter G2-NH2 ~ 2.9 nm). This corroborates with the hypothesis 
discussed above that the G2-NH2 dendrimer NPs could have caused ‘pinch points’ in the lipid 
bilayers upon their insertion. It is interesting to note here that for hydrated POPE lipid 
mesophases [30] the presence of G2-NH2 and G4-NH2 resulted in substantial bilayer swelling, 
in contrast to the thinning effect of these dendrimers on dried lipid multilayers. 
Membrane thinning, and pore formation, was found to occur in DMPC SLBs in the presence of 
a variety of cationic polymer NPs by Leroueil et al. [64]. Other studies by this group determined 
that G3-NH2 PAMAM dendrimers aggregated at existing defects of the bilayer, whereas G5-
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NH2 dendrimers expanded existing defects and G7-NH2 formed new defects [36, 65]. Mecke 
et al. also observed thinning of DMPC SLBs on mica in the presence of a charged antimicrobial 
peptide MSI-78 (MW = 2476.63 Da) using AFM and NMR [66]. 2H NMR of DMPC-d54 MLVs also 
revealed that the peptide interacted with the lipid headgroup region of DMPC and the 
hydrophobic chains were highly disordered.  
Since only two ν values of G2-NH2 and G4-NH2 were studied, it was difficult to ascertain if there 
was a significant trend in d-spacing related to the ν of NH2 dendrimers. However, plotting of 
the maximum and minimum values of d-spacing versusν for DOPC-G2-NH2 multilayers (cf. 
Figure S6b, SM) compared to the DOPC-SUV multilayers (cf. Figure S6b, SM; dashed line) 
showed no significant change in the range of d-spacing measured. This is indicative of no 
significant change in the paracrystalline disorder (d-spacing fluctuations). As described above, 
there was a decrease in the average d-spacing of multilayers at the highest ν (0.2) studied of 
G2-NH2 dendrimers. For DOPC-G4-NH2(0.2)C multilayers (cf. Figure S6a SM), the d-spacing was 
comparable (d = 48.3±0.1 Å), to that of the DOPC-SUV multilayers (d = 48.5±0.2Å) and 
polymorphism appeared reduced, as the spread of d-spacing values decreased at high ν. At 
low ν (0.02) the d-spacing was reduced (d = 43.6±0.2 Å), compared to DOPC-SUV multilayers. 
In order to ascertain a correlation with ν , a greater range of ν would need to be studied.  
Ls of DOPC-Gi-NH2C multilayers was also analysed (red circles; Figure S7 in SM). Overall, it was 
smaller than the control DOPC-SUV multilayers (dotted line; Figure S7) and decreased with 
increasing ν. Since only two ν  values of NH2 dendrimers were studied it is not possible to 
confirm if there was an overall trend. However, from the data points obtained, Ls was found 
to be smallest at the highest ν, as discussed in Section S15 in SM.  
4. Summary and concluding remarks 
DOPC-SUV and DOPC-MLV multilayers were prepared as control samples and studied using 
XRR, with d-spacings and the coherence length Ls values consistent with those from the 
literature[50]. Overall the addition of G2 and G4, -NH2 or -C12 dendrimers to DOPC multilayers 
resulted in bilayer thinning and a decrease in structural order (decreased Ls) compared to pure 
DOPC multilayers. These effects were more pronounced when more dendrimers were added. 
4.1 Effect of mixing method 
Addition of G4-C12 to DOPC-SUVs after extrusion (Method A) resulted in the greatest disruption 
of DOPC multilayer order (decrease in Ls) postulated to be due to dendrimer aggregation and 
less homogenous mixing compared to addition before extrusion (Method B) and addition to 
lipid films followed by hydration and extrusion (Method C). However, for G2-C12 the greatest 
reduction in Ls was from samples made using mixing Method C, which could indicate more 
effective incorporation of smaller G2-C12 dendrimers into the multilayer using this method.  
4.2 Effect of dendrimer size 
G4-C12 dendrimers caused more disruption to the DOPC multilayer structural order than G2-
C12 dendrimers (decrease in coherence length, Ls). However, G2-C12 caused more pronounced 
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bilayer thinning, an effect that could be compared with Au NPs coated with different ligands 
‘snorkelling’ into a lipid bilayer, resulting in thinner regions of the bilayer or pinch points  [61, 
62].  
4.3 Effect of dendrimer number ratio 
Overall, increasing the number ratio of G2-C12 dendrimers resulted in more pronounced 
bilayer thinning (up to ∆d = 3.7 Å, between ν = 0.0063 and ν = 0.127 for Method C) and 
increased structural disorder. This number ratio dependence of bilayer thinning was less 
significant for the DOPC-G4-C12 multilayers. However qualitatively, the dramatic loss of the 
Bragg peak intensity and peak broadening indicates increased disorder of the multilayer 
structure for the higher number ratios of G4-C12 mixed using Method A. The d-spacing range 
was also found to increase with ν, also observed for DOPC-G2-C12 multilayers, for mixing 
methods A and B, indicating increased paracrystalline disorder or polymorphism.  
4.4 Effect of dendrimer surface functionalisation 
The greatest bilayer thinning was observed for DOPC-G2-NH2(0.2)C at ∆d ~ 10 Å, indicating a 
substantial thinning of lipid bilayers due to the presence of the smallest dendrimer NPs (G2-
NH2; 2.9 nm). This corroborates with the idea that ‘pinch points’ are formed through 
dendrimer penetration into the bilayer, resulting in a reduction in the average bilayer d-
spacing.  
Overall, these results show the complexity of the effect of dendrimer physicochemical 
properties and the addition method of dendrimers on the structure of mixed dendrimer-DOPC 
multilayers. These parameters are important when considering multilayer hybrid materials for 
drug delivery, as well as to understanding the fundamental interactions that occur during 
dendrimer cell entry. We have reported the complex behaviour of lipid multilayers in the 
presence of dendrimers, particularly induced structural disorder and bilayer thinning. These 
insights are useful for the future biomedical application of dendrimers and other NPs, and for 
nanocomposite multilayer materials in which NPs are added to achieve enhanced properties 
or functionality. 
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S1. Data analysis methods 
This analysis was performed using peaking fitting software within IGOR Pro (cf. Figure 3a, 
DOPC-G2-C12(0.127) Method A). The final Bragg peak observed at ~ Q = 0.63 Å was the Bragg 
peak of the mica substrate, and mica’s forbidden half-Bragg was present in some of the curves 
marked with an asterisk (*) and is due to the mica unit cell encompassing two lattice layers. 
Bragg peaks labelled h = 1 to 4 were present for DOPC-G2-C12(0.127) multilayers (mixed using 
method A) due to the multilayer structure on the surface of the mica (cf. Figure 3a). The equal 
spacing of these peaks is indicative of a lamellar phase, as expected by the DOPC lipids at RT 
[1]. The Bragg peaks consisted of three Gaussian peaks, indicating sample polymorphism (h = 
1; Figure 3b), the peak positions Qhn were used to calculate the lamellar d-spacing (cf. Figure 
3d). The FWHM of the Gaussian peaks ΔQhn were used to calculate the coherence length (cf. 
Figure 3d) alongside peak broadening parameters which were plotted against h4 for 
complementary peaks i.e. constant n (cf. Figure 3c). From the slope and gradient of a linear fit 
to this peak broadening plot, the coherence length and paracrystalline disorder parameter 





S2. DLS data table 
Table S1. The mean hydrodynamic diameter (number distribution) and polydispersity index 
(PDI) of dendrimer-liposome mixtures measured using dynamic light scattering for two 
generations of dendrimers varying dendrimer functionality, concentration and mixing method.  
Sample Mixing Method Mean Diameter (nm) PDI 
DOPC-MLV MLV 93 1.0 





DOPC-G4-C12(0.0015) 109 0.1 
DOPC-G4-C12(0.03) 55 0.2 
DOPC-G2-C12(0.00063) 55 0.2 
DOPC-G2-C12(0.0063) 115 0.3 





DOPC-G4-C12(0.0015) 104 0.1 
DOPC-G2-C12(0.00063) 72 0.1 
DOPC-G2-C12(0.0063) 50 0.3 





DOPC-G4-C12(0.0015) 100 0.1 
DOPC-G4-C12(0.03) 229 0.3 
DOPC-G2-C12(0.00063) 92 0.1 
DOPC-G2-C12(0.127) 159 0.3 
DOPC-G4-NH2(0.002) 231 0.4 
DOPC-G4-NH2(0.02) 55/358 0.6 
DOPC-G2-NH2(0.002) 4200 0.1 
DOPC-G2-NH2(0.02) 137 0.3 
 
S3. DLS discussion 
DLS was used to study the size distribution and polydispersity of liposome-dendrimer 
dispersions before drop-casting.  
The addition method of combining the dendrimers with lipids affected the size and PDI of the 
liposomes. Mixing C12 terminated dendrimers with DOPC-SUV liposomes (Method A) resulted 
in the formation of smaller structures ~ 55 nm in size, which could be either dendrimer-lipid 
aggregates formed by dendrimers stripping lipids from liposomal bilayers or dendrimer 
aggregates in solution. G2-NH2 terminated dendrimers at the lowest number ratio mixed with 
DOPC lipids (Method C) were found to cause larger aggregates (Table S1), which could be 
clusters of vesicles which agrees with results from Åkesson et al. [2] who observed POPC:POPG 
liposomes aggregated in the presence of G6-NH2 dendrimers due to dendrimer bridging 





Tiriveedhi et al. [3] and Zhang and Smith[4] also observed the aggregation of vesicles due to 
bridging by NH2-terminated dendrimers which was dendrimer concentration dependent. A 
larger concentration of dendrimers was postulated to result in the stabilisation of liposomes 
as the surface of the liposomes was saturated with dendrimers causing repulsion between 
liposomes, due to the dendrimers net positive charge. A low concentration of dendrimers 
could result in dendrimers bridging liposomes as they interacted with adjacent membranes, 
causing liposome aggregation.  
Dendrimers mixed with DOPC using Method C mostly showed an increase in average diameter 
with the dendrimer concentration (exception DOPC-G2-NH2), which supports the hypothesis 
that the dendrimers could have been attached to the outer leaflet of the liposomal bilayer. 
Method C was postulated to produce the most homogenous mixing of dendrimers with DOPC 
lipids, due to solubility of dendrimers and lipids in the chloroform:methanol mixture. This 
homogenous distribution may cause the increased aggregation of liposomes compared to the 
other mixing methods. Despite large aggregates present within some dendrimer-DOPC 
mixtures, all dispersions led to the formation of lipid multilayers (with varying structural 
properties) upon drop-casting the dispersions onto mica substrates. Therefore, there must be 
intact bilayers present within the dendrimer-lipid dispersions upon vesicle rupturing during the 
deposition and drying of the dispersions on to mica. The structure of the resultant multilayer 
formed by drop-casting of these dispersions was determined using XRR and will be discussed 
below. 
S4. Structures of DOPC multilayers (without dendrimers) from SUVs and MLVs 
S4.1 d-spacing and the Scherrer coherence length Ls 
Pure DOPC multilayers at RT, prepared using SUVs, were studied using XRR as a control (Figure 
S1i). Four equally spaced Bragg peaks were observed before the mica Bragg peak at 0.63 Å-1, 
corresponding to the reflection orders h = 1, 2, 3 and 4 of a lamellar phase. DOPC is known to 
have a gel to fluid transition temperature of -17 °C, and therefore was in the fluid lamellar 
phase at RT. The lamellar d-spacing was calculated using equation (2), and the discrete values 
are listed in Table S3. Each Bragg peak reflection could be resolved to 2 peaks (n), 
corresponding to two different d-spacings which indicated polymorphism. The d-spacing of the 
DOPC SUV multilayers (Figure S1i) ranged from 47.6 to 50.1 Å, with an average d-spacing d = 
48.5±0.2Å, in agreement with the literature for a pure DOPC bilayer at ~45% relative humidity 
[5] and DOPC multilayers in similar conditions [1]. The range in d-spacing indicates sample 
polymorphism which could be a result of defects formed during drying. The coherence length 
derived from the Scherrer analysis of peak (h,n) = (1,0) was Ls = 2800±100 Å, which corresponds 
to m ~ 58 stacked bilayers (Table S3).  
The d-spacing of the multilayers prepared using MLVs (Figure S1ii) was d = 47.3 to 50.1 Å with 
an average value d = 48.3±0.2 Å, very similar to those obtained for DOPC-SUV multilayers 
described above. The Scherrer coherence length from peak (1,0) was Ls = 2100±20 Å, which 






Figure S1. DOPC multilayers created by drop-casting (i) small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) and 
(ii) and multi-lamellar vesicles (MLVs) on mica. The mica Bragg and half-Bragg are indicated by 
an asterisk (*). Negative peaks indicated by arrows are due to surface relaxation of the top 
bilayer at the air-film interface. 
The smaller Ls values for multilayers created by drying MLVs compared to SUVs point to 
increased disorder in the multilayer structure. However, the difference in polymorphism 
between the samples was not as pronounced as multilayers analysed by Sironi et al. [1] who 
observed a larger spread in the d-spacing for the multilayers formed using MLVs (d = 46.6−50.9 
Å) compared to those from the SUVs (d = 49.1−49.3 Å). The Ls  values calculated here for SUV 
and MLV multilayers are of the same order of magnitude as those found by Sironi et al. (Ls 
~2000 Å and Ls ~1400 Å, respectively) and the MLV multilayers show a similar decrease in Ls 
compared to the SUV multilayers. SUVs are expected to form a more uniform structural 
template on mica upon rupture, leading to a more organised structure in the dried multilayers 
compared to MLVs which are more polydisperse and frustrate packing upon rupture. 
S4.2 Paracrystalline disorder in the pure DOPC multilayers 
Two series of equally spaced Bragg peaks (d = 48.5 Å and 47.5 Å, respectively) were present in 
the XRR curves for DOPC-SUV multilayers due to polymorphism, with the corresponding two 
peak broadening plots shown in Figure S2. These two distinct sets (h,0) and (h,1) make the 
DOPC-SUV peaks appear broader than the DOPC-MLV peaks (Figure S1). Since up to h = 7 peak 
was recorded for the DOPC-SUV multilayers, it was possible to produce plots for both sets, 





The d-spacing difference (~ 1 Å) between the two lamellar phases could be related to their 
different average hydration levels or slightly different chain packing, which would manifest in 
different long-range order of the multilayers. Bilayers at the surface may also have a reduced 
d-spacing due to surface relaxation which contributes to paracrystalline disorder. For the (h,0) 
peaks (d = 48.5 Å), the paracrystalline disorder parameter, coherence length, and the number 
of bilayers were calculated to be g = 0.026±0.007, Lb = 700±200 Å and m = 15±5, respectively 
(cf. Table S2, Figure S2). For the (h,1) peaks (d = 47.5 Å), the lamellar domains appear more 
ordered and the corresponding structural parameters were g = 0.0074±0.0008, Lb =1500±100 
Å and m = 32±2, respectively.  
There is a significant difference between the coherence length parameters calculated using 
Scherrer (Ls) and the peak broadening analysis (Lb). Despite differences in values Lb and Ls have 
been shown to follow the same trends previously [1]. Surprisingly, the DOPC-SUV multilayers 
had a smaller coherence length (Lb), calculated from peak broadening (700±200 Å and 
1500±100 Å), than DOPC-MLV multilayers (2100±900 Å). This is inconsistent with the increased 
ordering expected for drop-cast DOPC-SUV multilayers also described in the literature [1]. 
However, due to large uncertainties in the calculation of the broadening coherence length Lb, 
its usage is limited in the discussion.  
S5. Peak broadening plots of DOPC-SUV multilayers 
 
Figure S2. Peak broadening plots for DOPC-SUV multilayers. Two sets of equally spaced Bragg 
peaks indicated polymorphism and two peak broadening plots could be created from (a) set 
(h,0) and (b) set (h,1). The average d-spacing for these two sets had a difference of 1 Å. The 
gradient and intercept of a linear fit to these plots was used to calculate paracrystalline 














































S6. G4-C12 film structure: Dendrimer control sample 
A dispersion of pure G4-C12 dendrimers was dried onto mica as an additional control. For this 
sample, two small Bragg peaks were observed which indicated the presence of an ordered 
arrangement of dendrimers in the direction perpendicular to the mica surface. The d-spacings 
calculated from the position of these Bragg peaks were d1 = 44.4±0.1 Å and d2 = 21.8±0.1 Å (if 
h=2, d2 = 43.6±0.1 Å). This is similar in size to the diameter obtained from the manufacturer 
(45 Å) of the G4-NH2 dendrimer without hydrophobic functionalisation. It has been observed 
using AFM that dendrimers deform against mica[6], and therefore the reduced diameter on a 
substrate compared to the hydrodynamic diameter measured with DLS is not surprising (7.1 
nm). The Scherrer analysis of the h = 1 and possible h = 2 Bragg peaks gives the coherence 







S7. Paracrystalline disorder, g, and coherence length Lb 
Table S2. Bilayer thickness, d and peak broadening analysis for XRR profiles of DOPC mixed 
dendrimer multilayers using three different dendrimer mixing methods (A, B and C), two 
generations of dendrimers (G2 and G4), two dendrimer terminal groups (NH2 and C12) and 
different dendrimer-lipid number ratios, ν. * Large errors due to the small number of points in 
peak broadening plots resulting in large fitting errors on linear regression. 
 
Dendrimer-Lipid 
Number Ratio, ν 
Bilayer 
Thickness, d (Å) 





DOPC-SUV 47.6-50.1 0.026±0.007/0.0074±0.0008 700±200/1500±100  
DOPC-MLV 47.3-50.1 0.02±0.02* 2100±900  
G4-C12 43.6-44.4 - -  
Method A:  DOPC-G4-C12 
0.00015 46.7-48.6 0.022±0.009 950±90  
0.0015 46.6-48.4 0.032±0.011 1600±1800*  
0.03 41.0-51.6 - -  
Method B:  DOPC-G4-C12 
0.00015 47.9-50.1 0.015±0.015* 2200±600  
0.0015 46.7-49.0 0.016±0.01 1500±100  
0.03 46.3-49.7 0.022±0.027 900±200  
Method C:  DOPC-G4-C12 
0.00015 46.2-50.0 0.024±0.004 2250±10  
0.0015 47.5-48.0 0.024±0.009 900±100  
0.03 47.0-48.1 0.026±0.003 608±10  
Method A:  DOPC-G2-C12 
0.00063 47.5-49.2 0.018±0.007 1400±100  
0.0063 47.7-49.0 0.025±0.009 820±90  
0.127 43.1-46.4 0.014±0.016* 1100±80  
Method B:  DOPC-G2-C12 
0.00063 47.6-49.5 0.013±0.058* 1000±100  
0.0063 47.6-50.7 0.016±0.016* 1300±200  
0.127 46.3-48.2 0.024±0.002 1400±80  
Method C:  DOPC-G2-C12 
0.00063 46.6-48.0 0.024±0.012 1500±600  
0.0063 45.7-47.7 0.018±0.013* 1100±100  
0.127 42.6-43.6 0.027±0.005 1300±100  
Method C:  DOPC-G4-NH2 
0.02 42.8-44.1 - -  
0.2 48.0-48.4 0.015±0.02* 670±30  
Method C:  DOPC-G2-NH2 
0.02 47.8-49.4 - -  





S8. DOPC SUV and MLV Scherrer analysis data tables 
Table S3. Bragg peak positions, Qhn, calculated d-spacing, full width at half maximum (FWHM), 
coherence length, Ls and number of layers, m for DOPC multilayers formed from SUVs. * Errors 












Table S4. Bragg peak positions, Qhn, calculated d-spacing, full width at half maximum (FWHM), 










ℎ 𝑛𝑛 Qhn (Å-1) d (Å) (± 0.1 Å) FWHM Ls (Å) m 
1 
0 0.125 50.07 0.0023±0.0001 2800±100 56±2 
1 0.130 48.50 0.0051±0.0002 1250±60 26±1 
2 0.132 47.61 0.0016±0.0002 4000±600 80±10 
2 
0 0.256 49.15 0.006±0.003 1000±500 20±10 
1 0.258 48.65 0.0029±0.0008 2200±600 45±12 
2 0.261 48.20 0.0013±0.0004 5000±1000 100±20 
3 
0 0.388 48.56 0.00816±0.0003 770±30 16±1 
1 0.391 48.23 0.0038±0.0006 1600±300 33±6 
2 0.392 48.06 0.0017±0.0004 3700±700 80±20 
4 
0 0.516 48.67 0.0073±0.0007 860±80 18±2 
1 0.522 48.11 0.0074±0.0003 850±40 18±1 
2 0.526 47.80 0.0023±0.0002 2700±200 56±4 
6 
0 0.785 48.03 0.0208±0.0004 300±10 6±1 
1 0.796 47.33 0.0038±0.0005 1700±200 36±4 
2 - - - - - 
7  0 0.920 47.82 0.02±0.02* 300±300 6±6 
ℎ 𝑛𝑛 Qhn (Å-1) d (Å) (± 0.1 Å) FWHM La (Å) m 
1 
0 0.125 50.11 0.00299±0.00002 2100±20 42±1 










0 0.383 49.25 0.00180±0.00001 3450±10 70±<1 
1 0.385 48.97 0.0019±0.00001 3280±10 67±<1 
4 
0 0.513 48.99 0.0049±0.0001 1300±100 27±2 






S9. Reflectivity curves DOPC-G2-C12(ν) multilayers 
 
Figure S3. Reflectivity profiles of DOPC-G2-C12(ν) multilayers at three number ratios (0.127, 
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S10. Reflectivity curves DOPC-G4-C12(ν) multilayers 
 
Figure S4. Reflectivity profiles of DOPC-G4-C12(ν) multilayers at three number ratios (0.03, 
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S11. Scherrer analysis data tables for DOPC-G2-C12(ν) and DOPC-G4-C12(ν) multilayers 
Table S5. d-spacing values for all sub-peaks n within Bragg peaks h for all three dendrimer addition methods and three dendrimer-lipid number 
ratios, 𝑣𝑣 for both G2 and G4 50 % C12 dendrimers. Error in d-spacing is 0.1 Å. 
    d-spacing (Å) (±0.1 Å) 
    Method A Method B Method C 
    G4-C12 G2-C12 G4-C12 G2-C12 G4-C12 G2-C12 
ℎ 𝑛𝑛 0.00015 0.0015 0.03 0.00063 0.0063 0.127 0.00015 0.0015 0.03 0.00063 0.0063 0.127 0.00015 0.0015 0.03 0.00063 0.0063 0.127 
1 
0 48.3 48.4 51.6 49.2 49 46.4 49.5 49 49.7 48.8 50.7 47.6 50 47.5 48.1 48.3 47.6 43.3 
1 46.7 46.8 47.5 47.5 48.2 44.7 49.3 47.4 47.9 48.4 48.8 46.5 47.6 47.7 47.2 46.6 45.7 42.6 
2 -- -- 44 -- -- 44.6 50.1 -- -- -- 47.9 -- 46.2 -- -- -- -- -- 
2 
0 48.6 48.1 46.4 49.2 48.9 46.4 49.3 48.6 48.5 49.5 49.2 48.2 48.7 48 47.5 48.2 47.7 43.1 
1 47.6 47.3 44.6 48.4 48.4 45.3 48.9 47.6 48.2 48.6 48.8 47.5 -- -- -- 47.2 46.7 -- 
2 -- -- -- -- -- 43.1 -- -- 47.5 -- -- 47 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3 
0 48.3 47.3 44.9 49 48.3 45.4 49 47.7 47.2 48.7 48.6 47.3 47.6 47.9 47.3 47.7 47.5 43.6 
1 47.6 46.8 43.3 48.4 48 44.9 48.6 47.1 47.8 47.6 47.9 47.1 -- 47.6 47.3 47.9 46.7 43.4 
2 -- -- 41 -- -- 44.9 48.4 46.8 46.3 -- -- 46.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4 
0 47.6 47.5 47.8 48.5 48.3 45.5 48.4 47.5 47.5 48.6 48.4 47.5 48.3 47.8 47 48 47.3 43.5 
1 47.3 46.6 47.2 48.2 47.7 45 48.1 46.7 46.9 47.6 47.6 47 47.5 47.8 -- 47.6 46.7 43.4 
2 -- -- -- 48 -- -- 47.9 -- 46.3 -- -- 46.4 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Mean 47.8 47.4 45.8 48.5 48.4 45.1 48.9 47.6 47.6 48.5 48.7 47.1 48.0 47.8 47.4 47.7 47.0 43.3 





Table S6. Coherence length, Ls, values for all sub-peaks n within Bragg peaks h for Methods A and B and three dendrimer-lipid number ratios, 𝑣𝑣 
for both G2 and G4 50 % C12 dendrimers calculated using Scherrer analysis. Errors are sometimes large due to small number of points in peaks, 















  Ls (Å)  
  Method A Method B 
  G4-C12 G2-C12 G4-C12 G2-C12 
ℎ 𝑛𝑛  0.00015 0.0015 0.03 0.00063 0.0063 0.127 0.00015 0.0015 0.03 0.00063 0.0063 0.127 
1 
0 1170±10 1150±50 190±70 1220±10 990±40 1100±100 4900±200 1820±10 2500±100 1150±40 2360±30 900±100 
1 1820±40 2000±300 500±10 2080±10 2200±700 1500±100 2370±30 2790±10 2500±100 -- 2190±10 2100±400 
2 -- -- 820±60 -- -- -- 5700±360 -- -- -- 1560±10 -- 
2 
0 1410±10 1180±10 760±80 1600±500 1200±10 920±70 6300±900 1930±30 400±50 1820±10 2330±40 2100±500 
1 1900±10 2600±1400 390±130 1800±400 2240±10 1460±60 3250±30 2220±60 1600±300 1450±10 1630±10 -- 
2 -- -- -- -- -- 700±200 -- -- 1500±600 -- -- 2100±300 
3 
0 1400±400 910±50 520±30 -- 890±10 1240±40 -- 810±10 1300±300 1240±30 1500±60 1000±600 
1 1000±60 1720±60 230±30 1200±200 1730±10 1620±50 1800±600 1800±100 1010±40 1200±500 700±300 -- 
2 -- -- 210±80 -- -- 320±40 2400±200 400±200 300±100 -- -- 1200±400 
4 
0 730±50 400±200 2360±10 940±30 590±60 1000±200 800±90 410±20 760±50 1190±10 1210±20 1300±500 
1 1600±900 500±200 1090±10 1040±120 1110±60 1200±90 1570±250 1330±150 -- 1100±600 850±240 1100±100 





Table S7. Coherence length values for all sub-peaks n within Bragg peaks h for Method C and three dendrimer-lipid number ratios, 𝑣𝑣 for both G2 
and G4 50 % C12 dendrimers calculated using Scherrer analysis. * Errors are large due to small number of points in peaks, resulting in larger errors 
















  Ls (Å) 
  Method C 
  G4-C12 G2-C12 
ℎ 𝑛𝑛 0.00015 0.0015 0.03 0.00063 0.0063 0.127 
1 
0 3100±100 710±40 1800±100 1580±20 1320±20 970±80 
1 2000±100 1190±10 860±20 1920±60 1650±40 1700±300 
2 1320±30 -- -- -- -- -- 
2 
0 2100±120 1600±200 810±20 1490±10 1570±90 1470±60 
1 -- -- -- 1700±50 1240±60 -- 
3 
0 650±30 1500±100 680±20 1500±700 1400±100 860±30 
1 -- 1000±200 2900±700 850±50 1000±50 -- 
2 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4 
0 1400±200 630±20 730±80 700±400 1000±200 1320±10 





Table S8. Number of layers, m for all sub-peaks n within Bragg peaks h for G2 and G4 -C12 dendrimers at three number ratios. Largest contribution 
in error was from FWHM used to calculate coherence length. 
    number of layers, m 
    Method A Method B Method C 
    G4-C12 G2-C12 G4-C12 G2-C12 G4-C12 G2-C12 
ℎ 𝑛𝑛 0.00015 0.0015 0.03 0.00063 0.0063 0.127 0.00015 0.0015 0.03 0.00063 0.0063 0.127 0.00015 0.0015 0.03 0.00063 0.0063 0.127 
1 
0 24±1 24±1 4±1 25±1 20±1 24±2 99±4 37±1 51±1 24±1 47±1 19±2 62±2 15±1 37±2 33±1 28±1 22±2 
1 39±1 43±6 11±1 44± 50±20 34±2 48±1 59±1 53±1 -- 45±1 45±1 42±2 2±1 18±1 41±1 36±1 40±7 
2 -- -- 19± -- -- -- 114±7 -- -- -- 32±1 -- 29±1 -- -- -- -- -- 
2 
0 29±1 25±1 16±2 30±10 25±1 20±2 130±20 40±1 8±1 37±1 47±1 40±10 43±2 33±4 17±1 31±1 33±2 34±1 
1 40±1 60±30 9±3 37±8 46±1 32±1 66±1 47±1 33±6 30±1 33±1 -- -- -- -- 36±1 27±1 -- 
2 -- -- -- -- -- 16±5 -- -- 30±10 -- -- 45±6 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3 
0 29±8 19±1 12±1 -- 18±1 27±1 -- 17±1 28±6 25±1 31±1 20±10 14±1 31±2 14±1 30±20 29±2 20±1 
1 21±1 37±1 5±1 25±4 36±1 36±1 40±10 38±2 21±1 30±10 15±6 -- -- 21±4 60±20 18±1 21±1 -- 
2 -- -- 5±2 -- -- 7±1 50±4 9±4 6±2 -- -- 26±9 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4 
0 15±1 8±4 49±1 19±1 12±1 22±4 17±2 9±1 16±1 24±1 25±1 30±10 29±4 13±1 16±2 15±8 21±4 30±1 
1 30±20 11±4 23±1 22±2 23±1 27±2 33±5 28±3 -- 20±10 18±5 23±2 15±1 31±1 -- 25±3 24±4 44±1 





S12. DOPC-G4-C12(ν) multilayers peak broadening analysis 
Peak broadening analysis was possible for some samples but often had large associated errors. 
For this reason, any change in Lb with number ratio or dendrimer termination is mostly within 
error bounds. DOPC-G4-C12 multilayers mixed using Method C are an exception to this which 
show a distinct decrease in Lb with increasing ν.  Between DOPC-G4-C12(0.00015) and DOPC-
G4-C12(0.0015) there is a decrease in Lb from 1500±400 Å to 850±10 Å and a further decrease 
to 610±10 Å for DOPC-G4-C12(0.03), corresponding to an overall decrease ΔLb of ~900 Å 
between the lowest and highest G4-C12 concentration. Despite differences in the magnitude 
of Lb and Ls, a similar trend in an overall reduction of coherence length with ν was observed 
for both indicating a decrease in structural order due to the presence of an increasing number 
of G4-C12 dendrimers. 
 
S13. XRR curves of DOPC-G4-NH2(ν) and DOPC-G2-NH2(ν) multilayers 
 
Figure S5. Reflectivity profiles for (a) DOPC-G4-NH2 and (b) DOPC-G2-NH2 multilayers made by 
incorporating dendrimers into DOPC lipid films (Method C) at number ratios ν = 0.02 and 0.002 
before drop-casting. Loss of intensity of Bragg peaks indicated loss of structural order with 
addition of dendrimers, peak positions of multilayers containing NH2 dendrimers shift to higher 










































S14. Data table for DOPC-G4-NH2(ν) and DOPC-G2-NH2(ν) multilayers 
Table S9. d-spacing, coherence length, Ls and number of layers, m for all sub-peaks n within Bragg peaks h for G2 and G4 NH2 dendrimers at two 
number ratios. Errors in coherence length are large due to small number of points in some peaks, resulting in larger errors in fitting and hence 
FWHM. Error in d-spacing is less than 0.1 Å, standard error on the mean is given for average d-spacing. 
  Method C 
  d-spacing (Å) ±<0.1  Ls (Å) m 
  G4-NH2 G2-NH2 G4-NH2 G2-NH2 G4-NH2 G2-NH2 
ℎ 𝑛𝑛  0.02 0.2 0.02 0.2 0.02 0.2 0.02 0.2 0.02 0.2 0.02 0.2 
1 
0 44.1 48.0 49.4 40.0 2000±70 890±30 1920±30 1840±20 45±2 19±1 39±1 46±1 
1 42.8 -- 47.8 38.9 1530±30 -- 1600±100 1430±30 36±1 -- 33±2 37±1 
2 0 43.5 48.3 48.9 -- 700±100 980±70 850±70 -- 16±2 20±1 17±1 -- 
3 
0 43.8 48.4 48.4 39.9 790±80 950±70 770±80 -- 18±2 20±1 16±2 -- 
1 -- -- -- 39.6 -- -- -- 1170±150 -- -- -- 30±4 
4 
0 43.9 48.4 48.3 -- 860±20 830±70 980±20 -- 20±5 17±1 20±1 -- 
1 -- -- 48.7 -- -- -- 1680±80 -- -- -- 34±2 -- 
Mean 43.6 48.3 48.6 39.6 





S15. d-spacing and coherence length (Ls) plots for DOPC-G4-NH2(ν) and DOPC-G2-
NH2(ν) multilayers 
d-spacing and coherence length, Ls, values as a function of dendrimer-to-lipid number ratio, 
ν , for DOPC-G2-NH2 and DOPC-G4-NH2 multilayers are shown in Figure S6 and Figure S7 
respectively. Ls of DOPC-Gi-NH2C multilayers was also analysed (red circles; Figure S7). Overall, 
it was smaller than the control DOPC-SUV multilayers (dotted line; Figure S7) and decreased 
with increasing ν. Since only two ν  values of NH2 dendrimers were studied it is not possible to 
confirm if there was an overall trend. However, from the data points obtained, Ls was found 
to be smallest at the highest ν. This indicated that the presence of NH2 terminated dendrimers 
caused increased disorder in the lipid multilayer structure. There was also a larger decrease in 
Ls for the multilayers containing G4-NH2 dendrimers compared to G2-NH2. Interestingly, for 
DOPC-G4-NH2C multilayers, no significant change in the d-spacing was observed at high ν, (cf. 
Figure S6a) but there was a decrease in Ls (cf. Figure S7). This could indicate the presence of 
dendrimers at crystallite boundaries resulting in a reduction in crystallite size but no significant 
effect on lamellar d-spacing.  
DOPC-G4-NH2(0.02)C h = 2-4 Bragg peaks yielded significantly smaller Ls values (Ls ~700-860 
Å) than h = 1 peaks (Ls ~2000 and ~1500 Å). This could be due to the co-existence of the ordered 
pure DOPC multilayers (Table S9). For DOPC-G4-NH2(0.2)C, disappearance of the narrower 
Bragg peaks could indicate a more even distribution of G4-NH2 dendrimers at the crystallite 
boundaries throughout the sample, leading to smaller Ls. 
 
 
Figure S6.  d-spacing upper and lower bounds of (a) DOPC-G4-NH2(ν) and (b) DOPC-G2-NH2(ν). 
Dotted lines indicate d-spacing range for pure DOPC multilayers. Dendrimers were added to 



















































Figure S7. Coherence length Ls calculated using the Scherrer analysis from the first peak 
resolved from the h = 1 Bragg peak (1,0) for DOPC-G2-NH2 and DOPC-G4-NH2 at two number 
ratios ν. Dotted line indicates the coherence length for pure DOPC (1,0) multilayers, for which 
the error δL varies with fitting of FWHM and in all cases is < 10%. 
S16. Dendrimer aggregates 
 
Figure S8. DLS data for a dispersion of G2 50% C12 dendrimer in Milli-Q water showing the 










S17. Multilayer fitting 
 
Figure S9. Fitting of DOPC multilayers using a stacked multilayer model with one domain and 
36 layers, and the fitted average d-spacing is 48.4 Å. Black circles represented experimental 
data and the solid red line is the fit. The drop cast films are non-uniform across the footprint 
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